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MEDITATION WORKSHOPS 



The science of meditation arrives to the companies

Different companies around the world have already created spaces
within their offices so that its CEO's and emplyees can dedicate time to
meditate. Here I explain how to establish this tendency in continous
growth.  
 
Our society is in an important moment of spiritual evolution. As per a
recent Gallup's research, 70% of employees in USA 'are not feeling
implicated' or are 'actively disconnected'.  
 
In parallel with this research, the increment of auto-immune and chronic
related diseases grows every year. A very recent study announced that
the probability of death after 40 as a consequence of this kind of
diseases is 80%.  
 
The practice of meditation has scienfically proved to increase the
implication and commitment level in the workplace and reduce the
illness levels.  

Meditation time



Scientific benefits of meditation 
How to attract calm and focus to your daily routine

*Build resilience. Multiple studies have proved that it has the
potential to reduce anxiety. 
 
*Improve Emotional Intelligence. An investigation with
brain images has proved that it helps to enforce the ability to
regulate the emotions. 
  
*Improve of creativity. We really reach to our biggest
inspirations when we are in a mental state of meditation and
relaxation. 
*Improve relationships. It helps to improve mood
and increase the feeling of connexion with others making you
a more compassionate person. Therefore improving empathy
and team results. 
 
*Increase focul. Different studies have proved that our mind
tends to wander 50% of the time. On top of that we have all
the interruptions at work, text messages, WhatsApp, phone,
email... The practice of meditation helps to keep your focus
and even to improve your memory. 
 



Companies that offer Meditation services to its employes (I) 

Chade-Meng Tan has worked a lot to bring meditation to the workplace and has
created a program called 'Look Inside you' helping more than 500 employees to
breath consciously, to listen to their colleagues and to improve their emotional
intelligence. Google also offers a space for meditation and regular meditation
courses believing that the practice of mediation not only can improve the
individuals' mental health but also the general balance inside the company.

Steve Jobs always wanted to transmit his love for meditation to his employees
and allowed them to take 30 minutes everyday to meditate in the workplace,
offering meditation classes and yoga within the workplace. He also had one
'meditation space'.



Companies that offer Meditation services to its employes (II) 

The Nike's slogan "just do it" seems to apply to meditation too. Nike's employees
have accesss to meeting spaces where they can have a 'siesta', pray, and of
course, meditate. They can also go to yoga and meditation classes without
leaving the workplace.

Even though it could seem a too traditional company to follow this tendency,
Deutsche Bank has been offering meditation classes and spaces to meditate in
silence within the workplace for years. They do this believing that meditation can
help to reduce labour stress and contribute to more balance minds. 
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